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PRODUCT DETAILS

$1,380.00
geekmade
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geekmade-A Service Brand of Shenzhen Lingdianlingyi Technology Co., Ltd.  

Add to Cart
 

BUY

Prev： geekmade Keyboard Case, computer peripheral devices Keyboard Bag, 37"x21"x7" Waterproof

Next： GoalDern Smart Charger Fully-Automatic Battery Maintainer 9-40V DC 30A LCD Color Display

Our main business:

Marketing services of computer peripheral devices.

Do you want to know how promote your computer peripheral devices into different countries’ markets? Contact us! We will offer you the best solutions!

Tap the potential of new products

In-depth analysis of product sales trends, traffic sources, and user feedback, accurately pinpoint industry development trends, explore the blue ocean market, and help sellers

discover products with the most growth potential.

Insight into market opportunities

Full-view insights into the latest market trends and consumer preferences of designated categories on Amazon's global sites, and provide comprehensive market analysis

reports for millions of sellers.
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Category Analysis Report

In-depth analysis of the industry from multiple levels of market size, growth rate, competitors, etc., so as to find the entry point for winning products, fully identify the

competitive situation, and clarify the space for optimization.

Accurately forecast sales

Through statistics and analysis of historical rankings and sales volume, historical sales trends can be obtained. Precisely predict future sales, help you easily stock up, avoid risks,

and control the overall situation.

Reviews intelligent analysis

The self-developed text topic model is used to effectively analyze the review retention rate, which is convenient for adjusting the Lisiting optimization direction and product

iteration planning.

Keyword Research

Accurately measure keyword traffic, and in-depth analysis of similarities and differences, to help sellers from selecting high-traffic words, precise CPC bidding to mining

explosions in full closed-loop operation.

Precise prediction

The most reliable sales forecast tool, accurately forecast product sales, gain insight into market segment opportunities, and easily control the essence of product selection.

Multi-dimensional filtering

Fully capture market intelligence, including 14 dimensions such as price, sales volume, BSR ranking, category, etc., to help sellers discover products with the most growth

potential.

About Shenzhen Lingdianlingyi Technology Co., Ltd.

geekmade-- a Service brand of About Shenzhen Lingdianlingyi Technology Co., Ltd.
We can also provide the following services.

Advertising services;Publicity consultation；online advertising on a computer network；Direct mail advertising services；Sample distribution import-export agency services；

sales promotion for others；Marketing services；Purchasing and procurement services, namely, procuring of contracts for others for the purchase of goods and labor

contracting services.

Go

GOODS ALWAYS GOOD

ENCOUNTER GOOD LIFE
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